
AIP UPDATE 

Welcome Back SSMS 2016-2017 

Where we #bringittoLIFE & 

“Empower Students to Lead” 
Why am I completing Point Sheets?   

While completing point sheets can initially require some time and effort, there 

are benefits for both the students and teachers. Self and Match/point sheets 

allow the teacher and student to reflect on the prior week and this data is then 

given to the AIP team. The AIP team will collaborate with the teacher to   

determine if the intervention is working. If the student is doing well he or she 

may continue the current intervention or be placed back a tier. If the data, 

along with teacher feedback, indicates a student may require a more detailed 

intervention, a Behavioral  Intervention Plan (BIP) may be created.  

A BIP is designed to  replace problem behaviors with more positive            

alternatives. The point sheet is a progress monitoring tool to track the BIP and 

areas of need. For the start of the 2016-2017 school year, teachers will only be 

asked to complete point sheets on a weekly basis. Only in rare cases will 

teachers be asked to complete point sheets on a daily basis. Point Sheets can 

be retrieved from the shared drive and submitted via email to Mr. Motley and 

Mrs. Ellerbe. Students will have a set of self and match sheets, which they 

keep with them. The goal is for them to match the opinion of  their behavior 

and/or academics with that of the teachers. For students with a BIP, they will 

have a daily, more targeted, point sheet. This data will be entered into     

EdInsight where teachers, administration, counselors, or other people with 

EdInsight school access will be able to review the student’s progress.   

The AIP team encourages you to complete the comment sections of point 

sheets, student reflection sheets, and  the classroom behavior tracking form as 

your input is crucial in determining if the student should continue the MTSS 

process. Thank you for your support in “ Empowering Students to Lead”! 
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How do I identify my tiered         

students and where do I find their 

data? 

  Score,       Goal,  Class Avg 
3/52016      75.00  75.00 75.00 
4/4/2016   60.00  75.00 75.00 
4/11/2016  50.00  75.00 75.00 
4/19/2016        90.00  75.00 75.00 

4/26/2016   90.00  75.00 75.00 
5/5/2016    60.00  75.00 75.00 

 
tracking data for current intervention 

How to identify your Tier 2 and Tier 3 students

1. Go to your 
ePassport

2. Click on 
EdInsight

3. If MTSS 
Summary Grid 
does not 
display, click 
on Add Widget

4. Add MTSS 
Summary Grid 
Widget

Viewing Individual Student 
Tier 2 and Tier 3 Data

4. Select MTSS Intervention Summary
5. click “View Tracking Form”


